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銀河進化、構造形成	

wikipedia(Hubble sequence)	

Springel et al. 2005	

進化の過程？ 
進化の速さ？	

à High-z ex.)LAE(PSFに見える)	



Clustering(相関関数) 

質量密度揺らぎの情報 
２点相関関数(角度相関関数)àhalo mass 	

8 Richard S Ellis

w(!) = A!!0.8

where, for example, ! is measured in degrees. The amplitude A decreases
with increasing depth due to both increased projection from physically-
uncorrelated pairs and the smaller projected physical scale for a given angle.

Fig. 4. Angular correlation function for the APM galaxy catalog - a photographic
survey of the southern sky (Maddox et al 1990) - partitioned according to limiting
magnitude (left). The amplitude of the clustering decreases with increasing depth
due to an increase in the number of uncorrelated pairs and a smaller projected
physical scale for a given angle. These e!ects can be corrected in order to produce
a high signal/noise function scaled to a fixed depth clearly illustrating a universal
power law form over nearly 3 dex (right).

Highly-multiplexed spectrographs such as the 2 degree field instrument on
the Anglo-Australian Telescope (Colless et al 2001) and the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (York et al 2001) have led to the equivalent progress in 3-D surveys
(Figure 5). In the early precursors to these grand surveys, the 3-D equivalent
of the angular correlation function, was also found to be a power law:

"(r) = (
r

r0
)!1.8

where ro (Mpc) is a valuable clustering scale length for the population.
As the surveys became more substantial, the power spectrum P (k) has

become the preferred analysis tool because its form can be readily predicted
for various dark matter models. For a given density field #(x), the fluctuation

Magnitude 大 
àhalo mass 大	

Magnitude 小 
àhalo mass 小	

Maddox et al. 1990 	 Springel et al. 2005	

ある星形成率(or 星質量)をもつ天体 
が所属するhalo 質量がわかる 
+N体シミュレーションからHalo の成長を計算 
à銀河-halo のz進化	
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158 S. Foucaud et al.

Figure 5. Evolution of the stellar-mass fraction of massive galaxies as a function of redshift. The measurements made in this study are shown as red open and
filled circles, with bigger sized symbols corresponding to more massive samples. Measurements taken from the literature are overplotted, with larger symbols
for samples with M! > 1011 M". The lines representing the baryonic mass fraction and the local stellar-mass fraction are the same as described in Fig. 4.

galaxy and its DMH does not evolve strongly with cosmic time.
Physically, this may imply that very massive galaxies struggle to
increase their stellar mass in very clustered environments, resulting
in a departure in the luminous-to-dark-matter mass ratio in massive
DMHs compared to lower mass DMHs, which is below the average
value in the local Universe. These observations also imply that there
is a limit to how much stellar mass a galaxy can have, with a cut-off
at a few times 1011 M". This is consistent with the observed cut-off
at high mass of the stellar-mass function at low redshift (e.g. Baldry,
Glazebrook & Driver 2008).

Furthermore, a decreasing stellar-mass fraction with increasing
halo mass has been observed in groups and clusters (e.g. Eke et al.
2004; Lin & Mohr 2004; Gonzalez, Zaritsky & Zabludoff 2007;
Balogh et al. 2007). Lin & Mohr (2004) show that Brightest Cluster
Galaxies (BCGs) contribute a large fraction to the total light of
their host cluster, but become progressively less important in the
overall luminosity budget in the highest mass clusters. This effect is
explained by differential growth between the BCGs and their host
clusters due to clusters accreting nearby galaxies in lower mass
groups, while the BCGs grow modestly by merging or cannibalism
(Whiley et al. 2008). Similarly we can imagine that the clusters
will accrete more dark matter in a similar process while the central
galaxy grows more slowly.

5.1.2 The stellar-mass fraction in satellite galaxies

In Section 5.1.1 we focused our analysis on the central galaxy
of the DMH. Indeed, as explained in Section 4.2, our clustering
measurements are made in a way where we can assume there is only
one massive galaxy per DMH, from which we measure the mass of
the host halo. However, an overabundance of satellite galaxies has

been observed in massive DMHs (e.g. van den Bosch et al. 2005;
Yang et al. 2005). It is therefore possible that a non-negligible
fraction of the stellar mass in the most massive DMHs resides in
satellite galaxies (e.g. Lin & Mohr 2004; Balogh et al. 2008).

To study this possibility in more detail we use the SDSS group
catalogue (Weinmann et al. 2006), as it provides stellar masses for
each member of each group. We limit our analysis of these groups
to those at z < 0.06 in order to be complete at stellar masses M! >

1010.0 M", and at z < 0.045 for M! > 109.5 M". We plot the ratio
of the total stellar mass in the SDSS group DMHs to the total mass
of the DMHs in Fig. 6. As shown in this figure, the limited com-
pleteness of the sample does not allow us to conclude if the mass
in satellite galaxies can account for the totality of the ‘missing’
stellar mass in the DMH. However, the stellar-mass distribution
of satellite galaxies in the SDSS, hosted by groups with DMHs
masses of 1013.0 h#1 M" < MDM < 1013.5 h#1 M", is shown in
Fig. 7. This study is limited to z < 0.06, and shows a plateau
before reaching the completeness limit of M! > 1010.0 M". This
flattening at the faint end is similar to the observations of the lumi-
nosity function of the Local Group (e.g. Pritchet & van den Bergh
1999).

Furthermore, a decrease in the stellar-mass fraction is also ob-
served in local clusters. Vikhlinin et al. (2006) observed a deficiency
of X-ray gas in galaxy groups compared to clusters. Gonzalez et al.
(2007) explain these observations by the fact that the missing X-ray
gas has cooled in less massive systems to form stars. This implies
that a larger fraction of the baryonic matter in clusters is in the
form of hot gas in more massive systems (e.g. Arnaud & Evrard
1999). However, while the total mass can be derived from the virial
mass for these massive clusters, the total stellar mass is harder to
estimate. A non-negligible amount of the light emitted by a cluster
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Figure 11. Uncertainties in the HOD fits for the Mr < !19.5, !21.0, and
!21.5 luminosity-threshold samples (left to right). For each model, the figure
shows "N (Mh)# for 10 randomly selected models that have !!2 < 1 relative to
the best-fit model.

et al. 2004). The !2 values for these fits are also specified in
the table and can be compared to the corresponding values for
the power-law fits (Table 2). In all cases the HOD model has
a better goodness of fit than the best-fit power-law model. We
note, however, that the !2 values still tend to be somewhat
large, particularly for the bright samples. These might reflect
uncertainties in the jackknife error covariance estimate, resid-
ual systematics or a limitation of the restricted HOD model.
For the Mr < !18.0 sample, the HOD model overpredicts the
amplitude of wp(rp) at large scales, but the tests in Figure 9
suggest that the large-scale clustering of this sample is signifi-
cantly affected by the small sample volume.

The high-mass slope " of the satellite mean occupation
function is around unity for most samples. For the brightest
sample (Mr < !22.0), " is noticeably higher than unity, but
with large error bars. The right panel of Figure 10 presents
the halo occupation functions themselves. When going toward
brighter samples, the main effect is a shift of the halo occupation
function toward higher halo masses, a shift that affects both

the central galaxy cutoff and the satellite occupation. More
luminous galaxies occupy more massive halos, which leads
to their stronger clustering. For the six fainter samples, there
are models with sharp central galaxy cutoffs (#log M = 0)
that have !!2 < 1 compared to the best-fit model; we
have chosen to plot these sharp-cutoff "N (Mh)# curves in
Figure 10. For the Mr < !21.0, Mr < !21.5, and Mr < !22.0
samples, however, a non-zero value of #log M , indicating scatter
between halo mass and central galaxy luminosity, is required
to simultaneously fit the galaxy number density and projected
correlation function. A sharper cutoff would predict an excessive
clustering amplitude for the measured number density because
of the rising b(Mh) relation. Figure 11 illustrates the level
of statistical uncertainty in the HOD fits, plotting "N (Mh)#
for ten models randomly chosen from the MCMC chain that
have !!2 < 1 relative to the best-fit model for each of three
luminosity thresholds. The cutoff profile is generally better
constrained for brighter samples because of the steeper form
of b(Mh) at high Mh. The satellite occupations are tightly
constrained in all cases (other than a relatively large scatter
in M0 for the Mr < !20.5 sample).

Figure 12(a) shows the two characteristic halo mass parame-
ters Mmin and M1 (see Section 2.3) as a function of the threshold
luminosity. Both halo mass scales increase with the sample’s
threshold luminosity, with a steeper dependence for brighter
galaxies. Because central galaxies dominate the total number
density for any luminosity threshold (Zheng et al. 2005), the ap-
proximate form of the Mmin curve follows simply from match-
ing the space densities of galaxies and halos (e.g., Conroy et al.
2006; Vale & Ostriker 2006). In our HOD parameterization,
Mmin can be interpreted as the mass of halos in which the me-
dian luminosity of central galaxies is equal to the threshold
luminosity. We propose the following form for the relation be-
tween median central galaxy luminosity Lcen and halo mass Mh
(see also Kim et al. 2008),

Lcen/L$ = A

!
Mh

Mt

""M

exp
!

! Mt

Mh

+ 1
"

, (11)

where A, Mt, and "M are three free parameters. That is, the
median central galaxy luminosity has a power-law dependence

Figure 12. Panel (a): characteristic mass scales of halos hosting central galaxies and satellites as a function of the sample threshold luminosity. Open symbols show
the Mmin values, while filled symbols are the M1 values. The solid curve is a simple parameterized fit to Mmin as a function of threshold luminosity (Equation (11)).
The dotted curve denotes the solid curve scaled up by a factor of 17, representing the M1 % 17Mmin scaling relation. Panel (b): ratio of halo mass to median central
galaxy luminosity as a function of halo mass. The solid curve is derived from the fit in panel (a) (see Equation (12)).
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Science 

Stellar mass – halo mass の関係	

SFR – halo mass の関係 	

Fourcaud et al. 2010	

Zehavi et al. 2011	 5	



Data 



データ解析 

今回のデータ解析の視野	
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すばる望遠鏡	 Suprime-Cam	



将来(Hyper SuprimeCam) 

Hyper SuprimeCam	 8	



High-z galaxy 選択 



z=3.5	 z=4.5	 z=5.5	

Dropout法(High-z star forming銀河の見つけ方) 

赤方偏移ごとにスペクトルが赤方偏移+銀河間空間の中性水素によって吸収	

モデルスペクトル	

フィルター感度	
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星形成銀河のmodel track 

V	 i’	 z’	
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SF galaxy 
Elliptical 
Sbc 
Scd 
Irregular 
Stars	

z=4.5	



B band ~4500Å	 V band ~5500Å	

i band ~7600Å	 z band ~9300Å	

候補天体(例) 
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Angular correlation function	

contaminated by the somewhat large inhomogeneities in the
limiting magnitude.

3.3. Anggular Correlation Function

In order to quantitatively measure the inhomogeneity of the
spatial distribution, we derive the angular two-point correla-
tion function !(!). According to Landy & Szalay (1993), the
angular two-point correlation function is calculated by

!obs(!) ! "DD(!)# 2DR(!)$ RR(!)%=RR(!); &6'

where DD(!), DR(!), and RR(!) are the numbers of galaxy-
galaxy, galaxy-random, and random-random pairs normalized
by the total number of pairs in each of the three samples. We
create a random sample composed of 100,000 sources with
the same geometrical constraints as the data sample. The
formal error13 in !(!) is described by

"! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"1$ !obs(!)%=DD

p
&7'

(Hewett 1982). Its 2 " error is comparable to the error obtained
with a bootstrap resampling of the data (Baugh et al. 1996). The
real correlation function !(!) is offset from the observed function
by an integral constant (IC; Groth & Peebles 1977) as

!(!) ! !obs(!)$ IC: &8'

We apply the correction for the IC.14

Figure 6 shows the angular correlation functions !(!) of
BRi-LBGs (top), Viz-LBGs (middle), and Riz-LBGs (bottom).
We measure the angular correlation function at less than ’150

scales, since uncertainties in the measurements increase largely
over (150 scales, which are comparable to half of the image
size. In Figure 6 the filled circles are for the SDF, and the open
circles in the top panel are for the SXDF. We find significant
clustering signals for BRi-LBGs in both the SDF and the
SXDF. The data points of the SDF and SXDF samples agree

Fig. 3.—Sky distributions of z ( 5 Viz- and Riz-LBGs detected in the SDF.
The black filled and red open circles present Viz-LBGs and Riz-LBGs, respec-
tively, and the size of the circles increases with the apparent brightness in the
z 0 band, as defined in the figure. The positions of LAEs at z ! 4:86 ) 0:03
obtained by Paper II are also plotted with blue crosses. The thick solid line is the
whole FOV of our observations in the SDF, and the dashed line indicates the
border of the area of the R-band image. The shaded regions are large masked
areas (>2000 arcsec2) where we do not attempt object detection because of the
presence of bright stars. The projected scale of 10 h#1

100 Mpc at z ! 4:7 is shown
at the bottom left. North is up, and east is to the left in this image.

Fig. 4.—Same as Fig. 2 but for BRi-LBGs detected in the SXDF. North is
up, and east is to the left in this image. The small panel inserted is a reduction
of the main panel on the scale of 1 to 5. The positions of nine CCDs are shown
by dotted lines.

Fig. 5.—Same as Fig. 4 but for Viz- and Riz-LBGs detected in the SXDF.
Note that a search for LAEs has not been carried out in the SXDF. North is up,
and east is to the left in this image.

13 The formal error does not include a sample variance, which is caused by
field-to-field variations.

14 If we assume # ! 0:8, IC=Araw
! is estimated to be ’0.006 for our LBG

samples, where Araw
! and # are the correlation amplitude and the power-law

index shown in eq. (9).

SUBARU DEEP SURVEY. VI. 689No. 2, 2004

σω=(1+ω(θ))/√DD 
Poisson noise 
σω

2=Σ(dω/dxi)2σxi
2 

	

ω(θ)=Aθ－0.8 

A= 
2.82±0.92 
2.1±0.9(Ouchi et al.2004) 
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今後の課題	

・Halo mass の計算 
・Luminosity のbinごとに天体をStacking 
àSpitzer/IRACも利用してstellar mass 
　 を計算 

 stellar mass – halo mass 
 SFR – halo mass 

・ よりhigh-z(z~6)に対して同様のことを行う 

Spitzer	
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